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Outline
 Basic interoperability/integration issues for IRs
 IDEALS background, collection policy, metadata 
policy
 Interactions with library systems
 Challenges and areas for further work
Issues in the IR environment
 Large range of types and granularity of material from 
diverse disciplines
 Reliance on author deposit and description – tension 
between ease of deposit and full description
 Reliance on full text indexing / discovery via Google and 
other search engines
 Limited resources for technical development and resource 
description
IDEALS: http://www.ideals.illinois.edu/ 
Quick Facts:
• Joint initiative of Library and 
CITES (central IT)
• DSpace platform (1.5.2)
• Over 13,000 items
• Over 1.2 million downloads 
since July 2007
• Some representation from 
about 70% of colleges on 
campus (note: not faculty)
•  Most material from physical 
sciences, agricultural sciences, 
library and information science, 
social sciences
•  Faculty, researchers, 
graduate students can deposit 
at any time 
Scholarship and Research
Also audio, video, software, undergraduate 
research
Scholarship and Research
Also audio, video, software
What of this content would 
traditionally appear in library 
discovery systems?
What SHOULD appear in library 
discovery systems?
IDEALS Metadata Policy
http://services.ideals.illinois.edu/wiki/bin/view/IDEALS/MetadataPolicy 
 Use Qualified Dublin Core – out of the box Dspace with 
few corrections / additions
 Very few required fields: title, date of publication, a 
subject keyword, type of publication
 No built-in controlled vocabularies / authority control but 
some help provided during deposit process
 Enforce a few encoding schemes for date, language, 
type

Wide Range of Metadata Quality


Interactions/Integration with 
Library Discovery Systems
Example One: 
Digitized Monographic Type Material
- Transform MARC records into QDC for IDEALS
- Standard mapping using XSLT
- Always include Bib ID and OCLC Identifier
- Do not use all information in MARC record (physical description, for 
example)
- Include extra information – notably copyright
- Pushing Handles (persistent links) back to OPAC
- Use Bibliographic ID to generate regular report
- Cataloging and Metadata staff update MARC records
- Show up in downstream applications like WorldCat



Example Two:
Digitized Serial Runs
 Transform MARC record into QDC for IDEALS (sometimes)
 Each volume (and usually issue) has its own record in 
IDEALS so add volume, year information (often 
automated)
 Push handle for COLLECTION to OPAC or to Online 
Resources List
 Done as a one-off, manual effort
 If in MARC record will show up in downstream 
applications like WorldCat




Example Three:
Material first published in IDEALS
 In planning stages – not yet integrated
 Theses, dissertations, grey literature – challenge of 
identifying appropriate collections
 Harvest sets of records via OAI-PMH
 Map MODS record into MARC format
 Make available in OPAC
 Will appear in downstream applications like WorldCat
But what about discovery of all the 
preprints, data sets, presentations, 
software, etc?






Challenges / Areas for further work
 What metadata should go where?
 Differences in quality, granularity, and needs
 Lack of organizational coordination – big library, 
very decentralized
 Lack of infrastructure to ease integration – author 
identifiers for example
 Need to do better tracking of where people are 
coming from – does it matter?
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